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Abstract

The increased attention given to the topic of green supply chain management (GSCM) warrants the writing of this paper. The concept of GSCM is to integrate environmental thinking into supply chain management (SCM). As such, GSCM is important in influencing the total environment impact of any organizations involved in supply chain activities. More importantly, GSCM can contribute to sustainability performance enhancement. In this paper, we focus on the environmental collaboration, which has been seen as a key relational capability to facilitate the GSCM strategic formulation and execution. The purpose of this paper is two-fold: (i) review the extant literature on the relationship between GSCM, environmental collaboration and sustainability performance and (ii) propose a plausible conceptual model to elucidate the relationship between these three variables in the context of Malaysian manufacturing companies. Accordingly, such thought depends upon more detailed empirical research by using advanced structural equation modeling approaches. The research findings will be particularly important for manufacturing companies in developing environmental collaboration with their suppliers in order to achieve sustainability performance.
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1. Introduction

Business activities can pose a significant threat to the environment in terms of carbon monoxide emissions, discarded packaging materials, scrapped toxic materials, traffic congestion and other forms of industrial pollution [1]. Green supply chain management (GSCM) is considered as an environmental innovation. The concept of GSCM is to integrate environmental thinking into supply chain management (SCM). GSCM aims to minimize or eliminate wastages including hazardous chemical, emissions, energy and solid waste along supply chain such as product design, material resourcing and selection, manufacturing process, delivery of final product and end-of-life management of the product [2] [3]. As such, GSCM plays a vital role in influencing the total environment impact of any firm involved in supply chain activities and thus contributing to sustainability performance enhancement.

GSCM is evolved from SCM. As competition intensified in the 1990s, the increased awareness of green practices has triggered firms to act in an ethically and socially responsible manner in their supply chains [4]. In the beginning of 1995, GSCM has attracted considerable scholarly interest; GSCM received highest attention in 2010 [5]. With these practices in mind, firms develop environmental management strategies in response to the changes of environmental requirements and their impacts on supply chain operations [6].

A supply chain is a network consists of all parties involved (e.g. supplier, manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, retailer, customer, etc.), directly or indirectly, in producing and delivering products or services to ultimate customers – both in upstream and downstream sides through physical distribution, flow of information and finances [7]. According to Chopra
and Meindl [8], a typical supply chain includes the following five stages: component/raw material suppliers, manufacturers, wholesalers/distributors, retailers and customers. These five stages are connected through flows of products, information and money. Managing a supply chain network is complex and difficult since the network involves various sub-systems, activities, relationships and operations [9]. SCM practices include a set of approaches and activities utilized by a firm to effectively integrate supply and demand for improving the management of its supply chain [10]. By adding a “green” component in the SCM practices, GSCM practices encompass a set of green activities in procurement, manufacturing, distribution and reverse logistics [11].

The main focus of SCM is to provide right product to the right customers at the right cost, right time, right quality, right form and right quantity [12]. In addition, the short-term strategic goal of SCM is to reduce cycle time and inventory and thus increasing productivity, whereas the long-term goal is to enhance profits through market share and customer satisfaction [13]. The benefits that can be derived from SCM have been long recognized in the SCM literature. For example, the quantified benefits of SCM include lower supply chain costs, overall productivity, inventory reduction, forecast accuracy, delivery performance, fulfillment cycle time and fill rates [14]. SCM delivers improvement up to 60 per cent, which ranges between 10 per cent and 60 per cent. Fulfillment cycle time records the highest improvement from 30 per cent to 60 per cent. In the context of small and medium firms, cost effective SCM is critical for its survival and growth as purchasing cost makes up the largest share in sales revenue – approximately 80 per cent [15]. The potential benefits of SCM include increased customer service and responsiveness, improved supply chain communication, risk reduction, reduced product development cycle time processes, reduction in duplication of inter-organisational processes, inventory reduction and improvement in electronic trading [16]. Koh et al. [17] found that the execution of SCM practices could deliver benefits in terms of reduced inventory level, reduced lead time in production, increased flexibility, forecasting accuracy, cost saving and accurate resource planning.

As the SCM practices become mature, governments along with firms and their supply chain partners are collaborating to reduce environment problems in order to reduce waste, energy and pollution, minimize environmental risks and improve community goodwill. The collaboration can promote mutual environmental learning [18]. Companies that implement GSCM practices benefitted from cost savings (conserving material, reduced energy and water use), better public image and decreased environmental liability [1]. Poor environmental achievement can pose significant environmental impacts and result in monetary losses for the companies such as lower stock prices. According to Flammer [19], companies’ eco-friendly behavior is closely related to significant stock price increases, whereas firms with eco-harmful behavior face decreases in stock price. Therefore, firms are sensitive to environmental footprint may be able to attract resources from socially concerned investors.

An increasing concern and awareness among the general public for environmentally friendly business processes and prevention of global warming can trigger firms to show remarkable commitment to green practices such as recycle, reuse and reduce materials. In actuality, corporations react actively towards social values can achieve a social image and social legitimacy for their long-term survival and competitiveness [20]. In support, Uchida and Ferraro [21] found that firms combine environmental and organizational practices can create a competitive advantage to enhance profitability, access to new market, strengthen customer relationships and gain competitive edge. As such, some firms may also mimic environmental practices that successful leading firms have adopted.

In today’s global environmental demands, the focus of firm performance has changed. Previously, it focused primarily on the creation of wealth through superior economic performance in terms of success in assets, liabilities and overall market strength, but now focuses on environmental and social performance while achieving the high economic performance [22] in order to reach optimal levels of sustainability performance. Sustainability is a business strategy that is closely related to corporate social responsibility. Specifically, the organization, environment and society are the triads that are mutually dependent for a shared value or a “win-win-win” solution. In order to achieve a long-lasting competitive advantage, organizational sustainability requires the intersection of economic, environmental and society superiority [23] [24]. This means businesses should focus on long-term profitability that could simultaneously reduce the environmental and societal risks [25]. Therefore, GSCM practice is in a prime position to leverage sustainability performance in terms of economic, environmental and social.

One of the major tenets of SCM is to coordinate the raw materials and components flow efficiently from various suppliers to manufacturing companies for the purposes of converting raw materials into finished products and fulfilling the value expectation of customers. Suppliers’ capabilities are directly linked to the firm’s ability to produce a product with higher quality and lower costs while meeting the delivery promise. In order to achieve organizational sustainability, firms need to pay attention to supply-side practices. Roa [2] argued that GSCM must involve collaboration with suppliers in designing green product, providing awareness seminars, and helping suppliers to build their own environmental program. Sarkis [26] provided further evidence that an increasing numbers of companies are adopting collaboration of environmental practices into their strategic plans and processes.

Collaboration effort between focal company and supplier is the main ingredient of GSCM to facilitate supply-side environmentally and socially responsible activities. Collaboration in terms of environmental is an approach that helps firms to develop and support the environmental prowess of their supply partners [27]. According to Paudraj [23], environmental collaboration includes cooperating with suppliers to achieve environmental objectives and improve waste reduction initiatives, providing suppliers with design specification that include environmental requirements for purchased items, encouraging suppliers to develop new source reduction strategies, working with suppliers for cleaner
production and helping suppliers to provide materials, equipment, parts and services that support organizational goals. Besides, top management plays a critical role in affecting the scope of an organizational sustainability practices. Accordingly, environmental collaboration is one of the initiatives responses to environmental problems, focuses on environmental protection, and promotes coordinated development of economic and environment perspectives [28].

2. Proposed Conceptual Model

The hypothesized model linking the relationship between GSCM practices, environmental collaboration and sustainability performance is depicted in Figure 1. The GSCM practices are conceptualized to include green procurement, green manufacturing, green distribution and green logistics. The sustainability performance is investigated from the perspectives of economic, environmental and social. The model is mainly grounded within the relational view to explain idiosyncratic inter-organizational linkages. The relational view theory was first articulated by Dyer and Singh [29] to suggest that established long-term collaborative relationship characterized by strong inter-organizational interactions could facilitate firms to pursue GSCM practices. In general, the relational view provides insight into how a firm develops value-creating linkages with other firms to achieve high profit returns. Undeniably, the collaborative supply chain relationships are invariably based on trust, loyalty, a positive sum game, fairness in negotiations, goal and intent revelation, and commitment [9].

Figure 1: Proposed conceptual model

3. Hypotheses Development

GSCM practice is a multi-dimensional concept which can be measured from different perspectives. Different dimensions of GSCM practices have been highlighted in the past literature [11] [24] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34]. In 2005, Zhu et al. [30] proposed a four-dimensional GSCM practices, namely internal environmental management, external GSCM, eco-design and investment recovery. Holt and Ghoebadian [31] suggested internal environmental management practices, logistics, supplier assessment and evaluation, green procurement and logistics policy, supplier education and mentoring, and industrial networks as important GSCM practices. According to Ninlawan et al. [11] and Thoo et al. [24], green procurement, green manufacturing, green distribution and green logistics are important dimensions of GSCM practices needed by manufacturing sectors to achieve enhanced sustainability performance. Green et al. [32] suggested that GSCM practices should include internal environmental management, green information systems, green purchasing, cooperation with customers, eco-design and investment recovery. Lee et al. [33] noted that GSCM practices are composed of corporate and operational strategies to improve environmental sustainability such as internal environmental management, green purchasing, cooperation with customers and eco-design. Laosirihongthong et al. [34] investigated the impacts of pro-active (reverse logistics) and re-active (threat of legislation and regulation) practices of GSCM on economic, environmental and intangible performance in Thailand manufacturing companies. Taken together, these studies are representative of efforts to address the diversity of interesting dimensions of GSCM practices.

Based on the literature review of GSCM practices, this study has portrayed GSCM practices from four important perspectives: green procurement, green manufacturing, green distribution and green logistics [11] [24]. Green procurement is defined as a set of supply-side practices utilized by an organization to effectively select suppliers based on their environmental competence, technical and eco-design capability, environmental performance, ability to develop environmentally friendly goods and ability to support focal company’s environmental objectives [23]. Furthermore, the 3Rs: reuse, recycle and reduce in the process of green procurement in terms of paper and parts container (plastic bag/box), place purchasing orders through email (paperless) [11] [31] [32] [33], use eco labeling of products, ensure suppliers’ environmental compliance certification and conduct auditing for suppliers’ internal environmental management [33] are also emphasized in this study.

Green manufacturing is a production process which converts inputs into output by reducing hazardous substances, increasing energy efficiency in lighting and heating, practicing 3Rs, minimizing waste [11], actively designing and redesigning green processes [30] [31] [32] [33] [34]. According to Zhu et al. [30], Green et al. [32] and Lee et al. [33], green manufacturing requires manufacturers to design products that facilitate the reuse, recycle and recovery of parts and material components; avoid or reduce the use of hazardous products within production process; minimize consumption of materials as well as energy.

Green distribution consists of green packaging with the aims to (1) downsize packaging, (2) use “green” packaging materials, (3) promote recycling and reuse programs, (4) cooperate with vendor to standardize packaging, (5) encourage and adopt returnable packaging methods (6) minimize material uses and time to unpack [11], (7) use recyclable pallet system and lastly, (8) save energy in warehouses [31].

As for green logistics/transportation, it is about delivering goods directly to user site, using alternative fuel vehicles and
grouping orders together, rather than in smaller batches [11], investing in vehicles that are designed to reduce environmental impacts, and planning vehicle routes [31]. As stated by Laosirihongthong et al. [34], green logistic is about reverse logistic that includes collecting used products and packaging from customers for recycling, returning packaging and products to suppliers for reuse, and requiring suppliers to collect their packaging materials.

Researchers [23] [30] [31] [34] have recommended sustainability performance, such as economic performance, environmental performance and social performance as important performance indicators. It is imperative to note that in the present paper, the proposed model may not comprise a complete set of measurement scale due to the constraint of encompassing the entire of GSCM practices and sustainability performance in a single study. The GSCM interacts with each other and can hold an organization together for sustainability performance, where the interaction has found to lead significantly to firm performance [32] [33]. Surprisingly, Laosirihongthong et al. [34] found that the pro-active (reverse logistics) practices do not have significant impact on GSCM performance. Thus, it is of interest for this study to explicitly examine the differences of green logistics findings in greater details. The above discussions develop the basis of the following hypothesis:

**H1:** GSCM practice is positively related to sustainability performance.

The benefits that can be derived from environmental collaboration have been recognized in the GSCM literature [23] [31]. Researchers have emphasized the direct relationship between GSCM practices and performance. Holt and Ghobadian [31] used external GSCM to see the impact of environmental collaboration on firm performance. Paulraj [23] sought a relationship between sustainable supply management and sustainability performance. In contrast to these studies, environmental collaboration is proposed as a moderator of the link between the GSCM practices and sustainability in view of the presence of the environmental collaboration could facilitate GSCM practices and firms which form collaborative relationships with suppliers would be easy to implement GSCM practices. In this context, environmental collaboration as a key relational capability could be advantageously positioned to facilitate the GSCM strategic formulation and execution. Therefore, the following hypothesis is proposed:

**H2:** Environmental collaboration moderates the relationship between GSCM practice and sustainability performance.

### 4. Sample, Data Collection and Measurements

The potential survey respondents are drawn from the “FMM directory of Malaysian Manufacturers 2013”. The directory contains information of manufacturing companies (large and small) from various sectors, locations, name of company, year of establishment, contact information, email address, annual sales, number of employees, etc. The population of this study consists of all medium and large manufacturing companies of Malaysia with a total of 37,694 respondents. The number of respondents acceptable for this study depends upon the statistical tool used – structural equation modeling (SEM). SEM is a large sample technique and the sample size required is more than 200 [36]. To meet the objectives of this study, a survey questionnaire is developed to measure the constructs of GSCM practices, environmental collaboration and sustainability performance. SEM is used to test H1 and H2 in a single, systematic, and comprehensive analysis by exploring the relationships among multiple independent and dependent constructs simultaneously [37].

### 5. Discussion and Conclusion

Based on the literature review, undoubtedly, GSCM and sustainability performance are two intrinsically related SCM concepts. As noted earlier, majority of studies [24] [30] [32] have indeed reported a significant relationship between these two constructs. However, there are some issues such as involving collaboration with suppliers in designing green products and adopting environmental practices into processes have yet to be researched fully. In view of this matter, environmental collaboration has been proposed as a moderator of the link between GSCM practices and sustainability performance in this paper. The presence of the environmental collaboration is expected to facilitate GSCM practices, which would ease the implementation of GSCM practices.

The proposed conceptual model is mainly grounded within relational view theory which was articulated by Dyer and Singh in 1998 [29]. According to this theory, the establishment of long-term collaborative relationship characterized by strong inter-organizational interactions would facilitate firms to pursue GSCM practices. Specifically, this theory provides insight into how firms can develop value-creating linkages with others in order to achieve their desired outcomes. In conclusion, the proposed model, though helpful to some extent, still needs to be researched and fine-tuned before it can be usefully applied to the context of Malaysian manufacturing companies.
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